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Teachers
urged to
shut up
IT is time for teachers who say
“Stop it” to stop it. And those
who try to keep order with the
command “Shut up” should shut
up, writes Judith Judd.

Classroom language, it seems,
does not always get the attention
it deserves. Teachers who use
attention-drawing demands such
as “Girls!”, “Sandra!” or just
“3C” should expect chaos to
continue, according to a booklet
issued today by the Association
of Teachers and Lecturers which
offers guidance on discipline.

A string of commands, threats
and demands is much less likely
to end disruption than a firm
signal that behaviour is
unwanted, with a reminder of
known rules. So a teacher should
say “Rulers aren’t for fighting
with” or should warn of the
consequences of bad behaviour –
“Someone will get hurt if this
equipment is lying there.”

Chris Watkins of London
University’s Institute of
Education, warns teachers not to
make derogatory personal
comments about their pupils.
“Timothy, stop being childish and
give Rosemary her ruler back,” is
counterproductive because it
builds up resentments. Instead,
the teacher might say: “Timothy
you’re quite able to get on with
your work, so return Rosemary’s
ruler and let her do the same.”
He also says teachers should
control their desire to react
angrily to aggression by counting
to 10 before responding.

‘The Independent’,
February 13, 1998
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A STORY has no beginning or end: arbitrarily one
chooses that moment of experience from which to
look back or from which to look ahead. I say ‘one
chooses’ with the inaccurate pride of a professional
writer who – when he has been seriously noted at all
– has been praised for his technical ability, but do I
in fact of my own will choose that black wet January
night on the Common, in 1946, the sight of Henry
Miles slanting across the wide river of rain, or did
these images choose me? It is convenient, it is
correct according to the rules of my craft, to begin
just there, but if I had believed then in a God, I could
also have believed in a hand plucking at my elbow, a
suggestion, ‘Speak to him: he hasn’t seen you yet.’

For why should I have spoken to him? If hate is
not too large a term to use in relation to any human
being, I hated Henry – I hated his wife Sarah too.
And he, I suppose, came soon after the events of that
evening to hate me: as he surely at times must have
hated his wife and that other, in whom in those days
we were lucky enough not to believe. So this is a
record of hate far more than of love, and if I come to
say anything in favour of Henry and Sarah I can be
trusted: I am writing against the bias because it is my
professional pride to prefer the near-truth, even to
the expression of my near-hate.

It was strange to see Henry out on such a night:
he liked his comfort and after all – or so I thought –
he had Sarah. To me comfort is like the wrong
memory at the wrong place or time: if one is lonely
one prefers discomfort. There was too much comfort
even in the bed-sitting-room I had at the wrong – the
south – side of the Common, in the relics of other
people’s furniture. I thought I would go for a walk
through the rain and have a drink at the local. The
little crowded hall was full of strangers’ hats and
coats and I took somebody else’s umbrella by
accident – the man on the second floor had friends
in. Then I closed the stained-glass door behind me
and made my way carefully down the steps that had
been blasted in 1944 and never repaired. I had reason
to remember the occasion and how the stained glass,
tough and ugly and Victorian, stood up to the shock
as our grandfathers themselves would have done.

Directly I began to cross the Common I realized I
had the wrong umbrella, for it sprang a leak and the
rain ran down under my macintosh collar, and then it
was I saw Henry. I could so easily avoid him; he had
no umbrella and in the light of the lamp I could see
his eyes were blinded with the rain. The black

leafless trees gave no protection: they stood around
like broken water-pipes; and the rain dripped off his
stiff dark hat and ran in streams down his black civil
servant’s overcoat. If I had walked straight by him,
he wouldn’t have seen me, and I could have made
certain by stepping two feet off the pavement, but I
said, ‘Henry, you are almost a stranger,’ and saw his
eyes light up as though we were old friends.

‘Bendrix,’ he said with affection, and yet the
world would have said he had the reasons for hate,
not me.

‘What are you up to, Henry, in the rain?’ There
are men whom one has an irresistible desire to tease:
men whose virtues one doesn’t share. He said
evasively, ‘Oh, I wanted a bit of air,’ and during a
sudden blast of wind and rain he just caught his hat
in time from being whirled away towards the north
side.

‘How’s Sarah?’ I asked because it might have
seemed odd if I hadn’t, though nothing would have
delighted me more than to have heard that she was
sick, unhappy, dying. I imagined in those days that
any suffering she underwent would lighten mine, and
if she were dead I could be free: I would no longer
imagine all the things one does imagine under my
ignoble circumstances. I could even like poor silly
Henry, if Sarah were dead.

He said, ‘Oh, she’s out for the evening
somewhere,’ and set that devil in my mind at work
again, remembering other days when Henry must
have replied just like that to other inquirers, while I
alone knew where Sarah was. ‘A drink?’ I asked, and
to my surprise he put himself in step beside me. We
had never before drunk together outside his home.

‘It’s a long time since we’ve seen you, Bendrix.’
For some reason I am a man known by his surname
– I might never have been christened for all the use
my friends make of the rather affected Maurice my
literary parents gave me.

‘A long time.’
‘Why, it must be – more than a year.’
‘June 1944,’ I said.
‘As long as that – well, well.’ The fool, I thought,

the fool to see nothing strange in a year and a half’s
interval. Less than five hundred yards of flat grass
separated our two ‘sides’. Had it never occurred to
him to say to Sarah, ‘How’s Bendrix doing? What
about asking Bendrix in?’ and hadn’t her replies ever
seemed to him … odd, evasive, suspicious?

De volgende tekst is het begin van het eerste hoofdstuk van The End of the Affair, van Graham Greene

BOOK ONE

1
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If we really want to be more European, 
we should move in with mum, dad, 

auntie and grandma

My brother, 35, still lives with his mum. Two
years ago, when our mother moved to London,
it seemed only natural that my high-earning,

single brother should invite her to share his large flat.
Or at least, it seemed natural to Italians, brought up
with live-in loved ones and the notion of the extended
family.

Not here; in this, as in so many other cultural trends,
Britain remains obstinately . A survey publish-
ed this week by Social and Community Planning
Research on British and European social attitudes
points out how very different Britons are from other
Europeans: there are more single mothers in this
country than anywhere else in Europe; only a quarter
of Britons regard work as important to their identity, as
opposed to nearly half of Germans, Swedes and
Italians (surprisingly); in comparison to the rest of the
EU, very few Britons care about the environment; and
they have a higher divorce rate and a higher acceptance
of divorce.

If the way British families break up is different from
on the Continent, so is the way they stay together. In
many European countries, and in particular in the
Latin (and Catholic) ones, the extended family –

dismissed as a template worthy only of the
poor immigrant community – remains a popular unit.
It may be far-fetched to claim that adopting this
Continental familial mould would prevent divorce or
disregard for the environment, but this ancient family
unit could serve as a buffer against these ills – and
others.

The “family compound”, where grown-up children,
grandparents, distant relatives or siblings and their
new families share a living space, an all-for-
one, one-for-all mentality that grants security in our
increasingly alien and lonely landscape. Bridget Jones
mumbling into her chardonnay glass; desperate single
mum stuck at home because of her three-year-old
child; melancholic divorcé feeling alienated from his

earlier connections: these familiar figures of the 
nineties would be clasped to the bosom of the large
intergenerational clan, and benefit from its company
and support – as indeed would granny and the maiden
aunt.

If the extended family setting can turn chaotic – ba-
bies cry and grandpa barks – there is always someone
to talk to, someone who will listen. The E M Forster
axiom, “only connect”, is a natural consequence of
membership of the sprawling family; in this arena
intimate contact is unavoidable, brooding isolationism
impossible, tolerance essential. Thrown together in

setting, men, women and children are forced to
learn and apply those social skills that the rest of us in
our increasingly individualist existence lack – or have
lost. , what better preparation for entry into the
wider community could there be than communal living
of this kind? For here we inherit, and build upon, an
interdependent web of relations that is a first template
for the “inclusive society” this government seeks.

Taking part in the extended family banishes the angst
of exclusion. It also our sense of identity: the
duties, allegiance and responsibilities fostered by
membership of a clan pin us in a particular domestic
environment and ease us into a particular role as
someone’s daughter, wife or grandmother. This la-
belling counters the sense of displacement by a nation
that is redrawing the map of its ; from re-
gionalism to city mayors, from the peerage to nascent
republicanism, Britain’s new landscape threatens to
loosen the ties we used to rely upon or react against.

, too, the Continental model of extended
family makes sense. At a time when job insecurity is
great, youth unemployment greater and real estate
prices both in terms of rent and sales still at a pre-
recession high, your relatives make for great flat-mates
and expense-sharers. Where the grotty flat is all you
can afford individually, a pooling of family resources
may allow for a decent house, or at least more space.

Acceptance of the extended family model does not
mean that related adults who loathe one another should
be shoe-horned into one home, despite their hatreds
and feuds. It does call on us, though, to change our
expectations about when the family . Youths of
18 leaving home as a matter of course; older relatives
being banished to the emotional tundra of the elderly
people’s home without a second thought; and single
mums being ashamed of returning to the parental fold:
we should be encouraged to rethink these patterns and
restore the family to a lifelong haven rather than an 18-
year stopover.
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‘New Statesman’, December 4, 1998
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TOO CLEVER BY HALF is not a
phrase used much in current
management thinking, but it lurks
beneath the surface of all modern
organisations. One of the more
interesting conclusions reached by
the Japanese investigators of the
recent nuclear accident at
Tokaimura is that the technicians
responsible for the processes at
the plant let their high IQs get in
the way of common sense. In their
single-mindedness about cutting
through inefficiencies that were
blocking the plant’s productivity,
they lost touch with the overriding
need to put safety first.

After more than 100 years
dominated by the Aristotelian
principle that intellect always
triumphs over instinct, mana-
gement recruiters are abandoning
their worship of the high IQ and
placing a new premium on
emotional maturity. US psycho-
logist Daniel Goleman recently
looked at the profiles of top
performers in 500 companies
worldwide and found that a high
IQ got the best managers only on
the first rung of their chosen
careers. After that, personal
qualities such as an ability to
empathise with others and a grasp
of the big picture counted for
much more than analytical skills.

Accompanying this discovery
is an outpouring of new academic
research on the workings of the
brain and how this influences day-
to-day management decisions. A
long-term research project at
Harvard University has been
examining the neuro-biological
basis for defensive and non-
rational behaviour. The two
professors representing the
business school, Michael Jensen
and Chris Argyris, are using the
results to determine why chief

executives persist in making
decisions that are bound to
damage their companies. They
have already concluded that the
unconscious mechanisms that
generate a fight or flight response
in animals generate emotionally
defensive behaviour in humans.

The all-important process to
grasp is this: the signal generating
fear in humans reaches the
amygdala (the part of the brain at
the back of the head which is
responsible for our emotions)
before it reaches the cortex (the
front of the brain, responsible for
rational thought). As a result,
humans are driven into defensive
and non-rational behaviour by their
instincts without being aware of it.

If we smell danger, we throw
rationality to the winds and shoot
from the hip. If we can learn to
temper this instinct – using
methods that are often no more
than sophisticated forms of
counting to 10 – our capacity to
make effective decisions is
transformed.

Critically, this has little to do
with our IQ. The most
conventionally intelligent people
are often the worst offenders when
it comes to emotional immaturity.

The relationship between the
cortex and the amygdala has
become the subject of the moment
for academics and the human
resources profession. It formed
the basis for three of the five most
popular sessions at this year’s
Institute of Personnel and
Development national conference,
attended by more than 2,500
recruiters, trainers and senior
managers.

Goleman, one of the keynote
speakers, stressed that this newly
sought ‘emotional intelligence’ is
founded on two clusters of

personal attributes. The first
consist of those qualities that help 
us become more self-aware:
emotional self-control and adap-
tability; the second are those
qualities that help us relate better
to other people, including the
ability to influence, provide effec-
tive service and work well in
teams.

‘Better self-awareness helps
people recognise when they are
about to be hijacked by their
amygdala, and so become better
able to short-circuit the hijack
before they find themselves out of
control,’ he says. ‘Empathy allows
them to do the same for someone
else – picking up the early
warning signs of irritation,
frustration or anxiety that mark a
person as being at risk from a
hijack.’

Danah Zohar, a physicist and
philosopher turned management
guru, went further. Over and
above the personal attributes
Goleman identifies as the
hallmark of the effective modern
manager, she argues that the
neurons which determine our
behaviour are capable of
oscillating in unison, which
accounts for our ability to be
insightful, creative and ready to
challenge existing ideas and
orthodoxies. ‘People with a highly
developed spiritual intelligence
are’, she says, ‘more open to
diversity; have a greater tendency
to ask “why” and seek fundamental
answers; and have the capacity to
face and use adversity.’

The new emphasis on
examining how the dynamics of
the brain shape our intellect and
emotions means that good
employers will in the future spend
more time helping their less well
adjusted professional staff break
away from the acquired habits that
shape their performance at work.

Traditional selection techniques
concentrate on identifying these
habits and weeding out candidates
with traits the company deemed
undesirable. The new approach
focuses on getting people to think
more clearly about the habits they
have had ‘forever’ and the way
we are all rule-bound about our
lifestyles and work processes.
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Work
Forget IQ – it’s
brains that matter
‘Emotional intelligence’ is now rated above mere

intellect, say Michael Syrett and Jean Lammiman

‘The Observer’, 
November 7, 1999
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Upsetting the
natural balance

MARK COCKER says
that it is unfair to blame

the British for the release of
the European starling into
the United States (‘Starlings
in the ascendancy’, February
22). The only really unfair
thing was his knee-jerk
dumping on starlings for their
successful colonisation. The
parochial woodpeckers-
kicked-out-of-the-cactus and
eating-all-the-chicken-feed
anecdotes are typical of local
incidents blown up out of
proportion by statist
naturalists. They seem to
yearn for US wildlife to
revert to some unspecified
Garden of Eden where all
original species are eternally
native.

The introduction of non-
native species is insignificant
compared with man’s
gargantuan butchery of
animal habitats. Increasingly,
scientific evidence strongly
suggests this to be the real
problem. When man does his
mindless thing, native species
often have a tough time
adapting; indeed, some
become extinct. Other species
that can adapt – non-natives
among them – move in.

Clearly, the cause of native
species would be much better
served if people like your
correspondent worked to
mitigate the impact of man.
(Dr) Christopher Panton,
Danville, California, USA

‘Guardian Weekly’
April 19, 1998
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Quiet, please

MODERN TIMES ♦ DAVID THOMPSON

“Far from being the mere absence of sound, silences
express what no words or sounds possibly could.”
Stephen Kern, The Culture of Time and Space, 1880-
1918 (1983)

O
ne of music’s most interesting qualities,
perhaps a transcendental quality, is its ability
to suggest the intangible, to imply and

articulate ideas and experiences that lie beyond the
reach of language, imagery and mathematics. The
prerequisite of all music is silence, and silence, too, has
expressive possibilities that defy easy explanation.

The Viennese composer Anton Webern produced
curiously miniaturised music that underlines a
deliberate use of silence as more than a
mere absence or zero value. Webern’s
one-minute movements evoke tension by
implying notes not heard, as if the music
had been chiselled away or shaped using a
holepuncher. Silent pauses can lend
dramatic performance poignancy and
emotional charge, and the duration of
such pauses can radically alter not only
the effectiveness of the delivery, but also
its dramatic significance.

In many social gatherings, non-verbal
interludes can provoke awkwardness and,
in some cases, acute anxiety. Much of the
best humour relies on a precise timing of
silence. Even newspaper cartoon strips
use wordless or inanimate frames to
evoke meaning and heighten impact.
When delivering a punch line it may
indeed pay to mind the gap.

Urban centres now offer their inhabitants or
visitors endless encounters with vibrating air, welcome
or otherwise. The freedom to experience heavily
amplified rhythm tracks with visceral intensity in the
comfort of one’s home or car may be more accessible
than ever before, but the cost of this freedom is often
paid by others who would rather not have access to
that same thump, rumble and hiss.

Garbled in the translation from the desert
highways of North America to our own small island,
the unqualified liberties of car ownership have
resulted in sprawling webs of congealed traffic; a
crawling visual and auditory litter, punctuated by fits
of temper and deranged car-horn semaphore. Police
stations have had to evolve specialised nocturnal
teams in an attempt to deal with that ultimate aural
blasphemy, the car alarm. For city dwellers, few
evenings now pass without a shrill and piercing chorus

of tinny, battery-powered tones and electronic
whining. The club-goers’ late-night urge for junk food
seems to have inspired McDonald’s to furnish some of
their garish stop-’n’-troughs with a five-kilowatt PA
rig, each one presumably calibrated to the precise
decibel level necessary to obliterate their customers’
better judgement.

It’s far too easy to imagine a near future in which
the most luxurious treat would be a weekend spent
cocooned in silence deep within some heavily
insulated underground bunker, untroubled by the
epidemic of monotonous thudding music and its
ironic, endlessly re-triggered shrieks of “peace and
harmony”.

One of Bertrand Russell’s “Unpopular Essays”,
published in 1950, includes the prophetic assertion: “A
mentally solitary life seems pointless according to
modern standards …. We are suffering not from the

decay of theological beliefs but from
the loss of solitude.” As the number of
external stimuli vying for our
attention increases, occupying ever
more physical and psychological
space with escalating overstatement
and intensity, the freedoms of silence
seem largely overlooked. The
personal space and isolation required
for almost any creative consideration
are easily compromised and difficult
to reassert.

Introspective pauses are un-
common to western sensibilities and,
more than ever, meditative moments
free from interruption seem pointedly
unfashionable. For anyone under the
age of 30, subtracting oneself from the
buzz of social activity is typically
viewed as an eccentricity or sign of

alarming maladjustment. One is obliged to be at all
times “up for it”. This may help explain the coarsening
of judgement now apparent in so many areas of our
culture.

Brian Eno once suggested that music would
continue to spread relentlessly and unchallenged into
all aspects of life, becoming ubiquitous background
noise. Presumed, unvalued and unnoticed, music
would ultimately be “invisible” to the conscious ear.
This nightmarish vision of the future invites a number
of questions. Exactly what kind of irreparable sensory
numbing would be necessary to render even our
current pandemonium inaudible? If we are to be
immersed in perpetual noise, perversely sedated by
endless diversions, will anyone ask: from what are we
being diverted?

David Thompson is a musician and writer

‘New Statesman’, November 20, 1998
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argument | Right of reply | 2000-08

Richard Burge

The chief executive of the Countryside Alliance
responds to an article by Natasha Walter, who
argued that urbanites have a stake in the future
of rural Britain

30 August 2000

There was much good sense in Natasha Walter’s piece
on the rural dream (“We all have a right to a rural
dream”, 28 August). Unfortunately, this was marred by
some bad sense, exacerbated by more than a touch of
urban-centric arrogance and intolerance, which help to
illuminate why the rift between city and country, which
she dismisses glibly as a “political chimera”, is real and
serious.

Rural Britain is not a view. It is a highly evolved
community where humans and animals have
established a complex and sustainable modus vivendi.
So if “city people” drawn to its charms and keen to
share in them, wish to help to conserve the best of it,
they must understand that there is such a thing as
“rural life”, with values and a culture very different from
urban Britain’s, which they must respect and embrace if
they wish to help to ensure a viable “countryside”
worthy of the name – and which everyone can then
continue to enjoy.

Of course the countryside “belongs” to all of us. But it is
telling that Ms Walter did not nod even once in the
direction of the needs and aspirations of the millions of
people who still live and work there – many enduring
economic or social privation.

Our picturesque landscape is not merely an accident of
nature. It has been shaped and enhanced by man over
thousands of years. It is beautiful not despite but
because of rural people and their crafts and customs. It
is this which is so often misunderstood by urban
commentators.

These are the people largely responsible for having kept
rural Britain a lovely place for generations, in the face of
huge destructive pressures. How are their rights and
interests to be reconciled with those of urban migrants
or weekend visitors? Or do these have to be
subordinated to urban values and priorities?

Leading articles
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SINCE the days of Freud, psy-
choanalysts and churchmen have
been pitted against one another,
fighting to prove that they have
the cure for the ills of the soul.
But now a man who should know
– a former Catholic priest turned
analyst – says it is time for them
to patch up their differences and
form an alliance. It is the only way
for them both to survive into the
21st century, he says.

Neville Symington, a member
of the British Psychoanalytical
Society and one of its leading
thinkers, maintains that both
religion and psychoanalysis are
failing, but for opposite reasons.

“Psychoanalysis is largely
failing to heal those with sick
minds because it is devoid of
those core values which have
been central to all the great
religious traditions,” he said.
“Traditional religions fail in the
world today because they apply
their values in a realm which is
irrelevant to the modern world.”

He continued: “I think we’ve
come to the end of the era where
revealed religion can provide the
necessary guidance for people
living in the contemporary world.
It’s a question of formulating an
emergence of a new religious
value system that could marry up
with psychoanalysis.” In order to
do so, both had to relinquish
“excess baggage”: the creeds,
dogma, rituals and theories which
only obscure the deeper values
they are trying to express.

Dr Symington, 61, who emi-
grated to Australia 12 years ago,
was in London last week as a
guest speaker at the BPS. He is on
a mission to stimulate a dialogue
between thinkers from traditional
religions and the psychothera-
peutic movement. The conver-
sation would, he admits, be “un-
comfortable”. He only has to
mention the word “moral” to a
psychoanalyst and he is inter-
preted as meaning “moralistic”;
“virtue” is instantly translated as
“hypocrisy”.

In his book Emotion and
Spirit: Questioning the Claims of
Psychoanalysis and Religion, to be
reprinted by Karnac Books in
March, Dr Symington argues that
religious faith and therapy must
learn from each other. Few
psychoanalysts have turned their
attention to religion – Freud was
an atheist – but in the past

18 months he has noticed a
growing interest in spirituality
among psychoanalytic circles.
“There’s some realisation that
there is something missing,” he
said.

Freud founded a movement
which replaced a puritanical
perspective with “one of under-
standing, of empathy, the neutral
stance, one of acceptance”. But in
so doing, “the baby has been
thrown out with the bath water”,
Dr Symington said. Psycho-
analysts, who regarded the indi-
vidual’s own feeling as “the only
index of action”, were liable to

“smother” rather than “illuminate”
conscience.

Dr Symington’s biography
mirrors a move in some sections
of society away from the Church
and into the arms of therapists.

He grew up “in the bosom of
Catholicism” and was sent to
Ampleforth, the Catholic board-
ing school in Yorkshire, where he
was taught French literature by
Cardinal Basil Hume. At 21, he
enrolled in a seminary and then
became a curate in east London.

But in 1968, at the age of 31,
his life changed. “I realised the
irrelevance of Catholic practice to
people’s real lives,” he said,
recalling his departure from the
Church. The 2nd Vatican Coun-
cil’s ruling on contraception was a
deciding factor, he added.

He decided to train as a psy-
choanalyst and has practised ever
since. He sees psychoanalysis as
“a spirituality-in-the-world” and
the field for mystical union with
“the Ultimate” as being within the
closest emotional bonds. Religion
and psychoanalysis have a joint
goal: “The conversion or trans-
formation of actions which are
destructive into actions which are
constructive.”

Instead of prayer, psycho-
analysis has interpretation, but
while confession concerns “things
that the penitent knows about”,
psychoanalysis deals with “those
things of which the patient is
unaware”.

Much of what Dr Symington
says echoes New Labour’s em-
phasis on personal responsibility.
Tony Blair has been attempting to
reinstate the values of religion
into public life. It appears that Dr
Symington is trying to do the
same for therapy.

‘The Independent on Sunday’,
January 25, 1998
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By Clare Garner

Neville Symington: 
“religion and psychotherapy 

have a joint goal”.
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INTRODUCING ZYBAN

THE FIRST NICOTINE-FREE PILL HELPS

PUT YOU IN CONTROL OF QUITTING

ZYBAN is a totally new, nicotine-
free way to help you quit smoking
It’s medical, logical, and makes quitting bearable.
That’s because ZYBAN is a prescription medicine
that, for many people, helps reduce withdrawal
symptoms and the urge to smoke. ZYBAN helps
get you ready to quit while you’re still smoking.
You set a quit day within 1 to 2 weeks after
starting treatment with ZYBAN. It takes about a
week for ZYBAN to reach the right levels in your
body to be effective. Most people should take
ZYBAN for 7 to 12 weeks.

Proven more effective than a 
nicotine patch
In a medical study using patient support materials
and drug therapy, ZYBAN helped more smokers
quit for 4 weeks than Habitrol® (nicotine trans-
dermal system)*, a nicotine patch. And unlike the
patch and gum, ZYBAN replaces cigarettes with
nicotine-free medicine.

What you need to know about ZYBAN
The most common side effects with ZYBAN include
dry mouth and difficulty sleeping. There are other
risks associated with the use of ZYBAN, so it is
important to talk to your health care professional
to see whether ZYBAN is right for you. There 

is a risk of seizure in certain patients (see
“Important Warning” section in Information for
the Patient on following page). You should not
take ZYBAN if you have a seizure disorder; are
already taking WELLBUTRIN®, WELLBUTRIN SR®,
or any other medicines that contain bupropion
HCI; have or have had an eating disorder; or are
currently taking or have recently taken a
monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibitor. It is
important to let your health care professional
know about any other prescription or over-the-
counter medications you are taking. ZYBAN is not
recommended for women who are pregnant or
breast-feeding.

ZYBAN and the ZYBAN Advantage Plan™, a free
counseling and personalized support program, are
part of an overall plan recommended by your
health care professional to help you quit smoking.

SEE YOUR HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL
ABOUT ZYBAN

For more information, call
1-888-890-2 STOP (2786) ext. 31

or visit our
Web site at www.zyban.com

Please consult Information for the Patient on the following page.

*Habitrol is a registered trademark of Ciba-Geigy Corporation.

ZYBAN

bupropion HCI 

TM

sustained-release
tablets 150 mg

NICOTINE-FREE
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